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Q.1: Write T if the statement is True,  

F if the statement is False :-    

1- A shortcut is a link to a folder, file or program        (T ) 

2- When you delete shortcut the both files shortcut and original 

file will disappear                                                 ( F ) 

3- In Microsoft windows compressed folder are called zipped 

folders                                                                 (  T ) 

4- Malware are program can harm your computer and destroy 

your files                                                              (  T ) 

5- It is common mistake to think that higher resolution means 

better graphics                                                      ( T )    

6- You can change the location of your shortcut.          ( T  ) 

7- To create shortcut. Left click on the mouse is used.   ( F ) 

8- You can make scan for your computer.                    (T  ) 

Q.2: choose the correct answer  

1- A shortcut is help you access it  

a- Easily and quickly         b- Hardly and quickly      c- none 
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2- compressed files and folder take up  

a- More storage space        b- less storage space       c- none 

3- to rename a file select afile then press  …… On your keyboard  

a- F1                          b- F2                             c- F3  

4- in taskbar you can find the icon of …………. 

a- Speaker                  b- files                          c- computer 

 

Q.3:Fill in the following blanks. 

(Restore -  pixels  -     antivirus) 

1- Computers use pixels to create the text and pictures that 

we see on the screen 

2- You must have an antivirus Installed your computer to 

protect it from malware  

3- If you delete a file you can restore them again  

            

 


